PAUSE FOR THOUGHT

 TEMPLATE METAPHOR

Cookie Cutter

Patchwork Pattern
DISCOVERY

Cookie Cutter enhanced

Template elements combined
3 LAYERS OF TEMPLATE

Module Overview

Please click the play icon (play) below the avatar to hear a message from the course.
3 LAYERS OF TEMPLATE

The Personal Touch

Sharing ideas - student to class

Encouraging student discussion of content and ideas included in your course can help them synthesise their learning and practice their skills. In the previous section we considered ways of facilitating communication between student and teacher, here we look at spaces where students can share ideas with each other.

Your progress?

- Feature: Forum Creativity!
- How to set up a Forum activity
- Mission: Forums in action
- Discussion points: When forums go bad...
  Restricted: 'Not available until the activity Mission: Forums in action is marked complete.'
- How to set up a Chat activity
- Mission: Getting Chatty
- How to set up a Wiki
- Mission: Wonderful Wikis
- How to use Blogs
- Mission: Blogging it
PAUSE FOR THOUGHT

JOY/SATISFACTION
STRUCTURE THE ELEMENTS

Variety is endless

Consistency evident
random action → discovery → joy →
intentional action → integration →
images → symbol → forming memories →
predicting → experiential change

A LEARNING STORY
EXPERIENCE

Reality

Perceptions
INTENTIONAL ACT
SYMBOLIC CREATION

• Drawings
• Doodles
• Construction
• Graphic representation
• Written text
  • Formal
  • Informal
FORMING MEMORIES
**Elements**

**Zull’s process**

- random action → discovery → joy →
- intentional action → integration →
- images → symbol → forming memories →
- predicting → experiential change

**Learning Design**

- Rewarded experimentation and enquiry + Feedback
- Task to extend investigation + Feedback
- Symbolic representation featuring graphics, images, audio/video, text (new creations) + Feedback
- Documented reflection and recommendations + Feedback
IS THERE A TEMPLATE?

YES / NO